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1. Executive summary
Improving public administrative services delivery to
people is one of the top priorities within the Public
Administration Reform (PAR) in Vietnam. One-Stop
Shop (055) has been identified as an instrument
ensuring transparency, effectiveness and efficiency
of the public administrative services delivery. The
PAR Master Programme 2001—2010 stipulates “the
One-Stop-Shop will be applied widely by public
administrative institutions at all levels in delivering
services for the people and businesses“. The Prime
Minister‘s Decision No. 1 81 /2003/QD-flg requests
that 055 must be operational in all districts and
provinces from January 2004 and in all communes
from January 2005.
Since 2000, the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC) has played a major role in
supporting the Vietnamese authorities as they
implement the 055 mechanism. In particular, SDC
has provided advisory, technical and financial
support for the implementation and improvement of
107 district OSS in nine provinces.
Committed to the long-term sustainability and
determined to further improve the performance
and quality of these OSS, SDC has assessed a
sample of 13 055 in five provinces. This report lists
the major findings as weIl as recommendations
aimed at improving 055 performance and delivery
practices.
Topics
Topics investigated and major findings
Major findings
Local support for, and In general, local commitment to the 055 programme is strong, especially in
commitment to, the urban districts where officials have provided convenient venues and ensured
ass programme the payment of operational costs such as facilities, equipment maintenance,
stationery, and costs related to upgrading of the range of services provided.
In some cases, they provide financial incentives and uniforms for OSS staff.
Rural and remote districts, especially those populated by ethnic minorities,
find it more difficult to respond to client needs and expectations. This is due
either to a lack of technical resources among local officials or a shortage of
innovative management initiatives. These problems impact local commit
ment to the OSS programme.
Organisational i. All 055 assessed operate in the same way: OSS workers are professional
structure civil servants coming from their respective functional bureaus. In most cases,
they spend a few days each week in the 055, where they receive and return
client applications. The applications, once received, are processed in the
functional bureaus by the civil servants and/or his/her colleaues. This
mode of operation is in line with the Operational Guidelines developed by
Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA).
h. For each group of services delivered, one civil servant is present in the 055.
Most urban districts assessed have appointed a permanent 055 staff
member, hired on a contractual basis. He/she is in charge of tasks such as
making photocopies, taking care of equipment and tools, and delivering
documents/dossiers.
Services delivered Only half of the assessed 055 offer all of the five groups of administrative
services prescribed by Decision No. 181/2003/QD-flg (notarisation and
authentication, business licensing, land administration, social affairs, and
construction permits). Of those, only two 055 provide their customers with
the full range of 14 services as required by Iaw.
A. Notarisation and authentication: these services are provided by all of the
assessed 055 and they are, by far, the most frequently requested.
8. Business licensing: these services are provided by all assessed OSS.
A
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C. Land administration: this group of services is the most complex to process
because lt is technically demanding. In same cases, lt requires endorse
ment by different administrative levels and processing might be slowed
down by problems related to land disputes beiween neighbours.
The services related to issuing land use certificate are rarely provided
through OSS. There are several reasons for this: because they are still
delivered by provincial authorities (even though the delivery of these
services falls upon district-level authorities); because they are considered
by People‘s Commitee (PC) authorities far too complex to be provided
through the OSS system; because, according to PC officials, demand is
insufficient to iustify their provision through 055 (they are currently
provided by the relevant district-level bureaus in violation of Decision
No. 181/2003/QD-flg); or because officials claim that in their district,
land allocation and lease services are na langer required as all disputes
have been fully dealt with already.
D. Soda! affairs: except in one case, these are provided by all sampled OSS.
E. Construction permits: only twa of the assessed OSS deliver these services.
This is either because provincial level bureaus have not yet completed
their land allotment master plans or because the plans were completed
recently and districts are still waiting for provincial guidelines outlining
how they should offer these services.
F. Additional services: very few 055 have succeeded in including
additional services into their delivery package once the 055 is fully
operational. Such additional services include: appraisal of invitations to
tender submifted by private investors for district prolects, and legal aid
services for the paar (not including business affairs, land use tax
collectian or student applications for government aid).
i. All the OSS provide the full range of services but each is offered only an
certain days of the week (e.g.: land administration services are provided
three days a week, business licensing twice a week, etc.).
i.. In urban areas, this is in line with client demands and expectations, but in
rural and remote districts populated by ethnic minorities, the OSS delivery
timetable is not always synchronised with client needs, as people travel from
their villages to the district centre only an market days, which are set
according to the lunar cycle. Notarisation and authentication services, as
weil as soda! affairs
— which are the services most frequently requested by
ethnic minority people — are provided according ta a fixed schedule that
seldom coincides with the market calendar.
Processing time ond Apart from land administration affairs, the other four groups of services
service fees provided by the OSS are provided according to the timeframe prescribed by
iaw. Land administration service delivery, in most cases, exceeds the delivery
timeframe stipulated by law (22 to 30 days depending an the service). The
procedure is slowed down by: disputes between neighbours, the
unavailability of officials designated ta endorse clients‘ requests, paar
coordination between cammune and district-level authorities, or because
clients submit incomplete dossiers to the OSS.
A. Ensuring, manitaring and measuring 055 performance: Perfarmance
management is not applied at the OSS yet. Qualitative indicators for OSS
performance in general are ignored. Few initiatives aiming at improving
OSS procedures and operations have been observed. The good initiatives
promoted by PC officials are: adding new services into the 055, revising the
service delivery timetable to befter serve the clients and allocating additional
staff in receiving client requests during 055 peak haurs.
B. Collaboration bet‘ween 055 and heads of district functional departments:
weak collaboration beiween OSS and district heads has a dramatic impact
on the dissemination of legal documents and an the assessment of 055 staff
training needs. Both of these tasks are under the authority of relevant
department heads and PC chairmen and are performed unsatisfactorily.
C. Collaboration with communal, pravincial and national agencies:
collaboration between district and communal leaders and provincial
authorities aimed at impraving OSS service delivery are rare: over one third
of interviewed OSS stoff admifted that they had never received the MoHA‘s
Operational Guidelines from their Department of Home Affairs (DoHA). In
twa districts, PC officials have never been informed that, accarding to
Decision Na. 192/2001/QD-flg and State Budget Law, they are entitled ta
request from their pravince a lump sum ta cover the OSS costs. In most
cases, provincial DoHAs provided no advisory support once an OSS
became operational.
A. Information on services, fees and pracessing times and application
conditions: 055 use twa different ways to inform clients of such issues:
Information boards and leaflets. In all visited OSS, information boards are
Iocated in convenient places and are in good condition. Leaflets are
provided by most of the assessed OSS.
Although the Information boards and leaflets are extremely useful, they are
not 700% effective in properly informing clients, especially those living in
rural and remote areas, an OSS mafters. The vast majority af OSS clients
still require advice and support, especially an administrative procedures and
legal mafters.
8. Promoting and evaluoting OSS public dissemination campaigns: na
systematic Information campaign has been promoted by PC officials since
the Iaunch of the 055 programme. As a consequence, clients complain that
they are not weIl informed about 055 service delivery procedures or OSS
service delivery timetables. 055 stoff complain that client dossiers are offen
incomplete and they have to spend too much time informing customers
about administrative procedures.
C. OSS as a “Citizen Information Centre“: na 055 have been able ta braaden
the scope of the 055 further into a “Citizen Information Centre“, where people
can receive all kinds of public Information, such as district or city budgets, PC
plans and poiicy directions, or other public Information or gavernment
announcements that would serve the people.
Staff training and i. 055 staff feedback an professional skills training provided by functional
client management departments shows that training is not sufficient. lt 15 unstructured, weak and
education often lecturers are not prepared. When new regulations are effected (e.g.:
the new Land Law and Decree No. 181 an Land Administration), training
suppiied by the relevant department is poor and offen given only after the
regulation has come into farce.
OSS management
(II
Service delivery
timetable
Information
dissemination
5
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. As per “soft skills“ (client relationships, communication skills, etc.), the only
training given to 055 staff is that which is organised by SDC before the
opening of a new facility.
Venue facilities ond In general, 055 venues are Iocated in places that are easily accessible for
clients. All are either in the local PC building or compound.
equipment
i. Concerning the maintenance of equipment and facilities, lt must be noted
that as 3/4 of the assessed 055 were established less than a year ago, their
photocopiers and computers are still under guarantee, meaning that
equipment is fixed at no cost to the OSS.
. The financial mechanisms used to cover 055 operational costs (such asFinanciol mechonisms
...
facilities and equipment maintenance, OSS stationery costs and costs
related to upgrading the tange of services provided) differ from one OSS to
another. In most cases, OSS casts ore adequately covered.
In general, fhose districts which have adopted a block grant budget have
requested from higher-level authorities a budget extension to cover OSS
costs. In other districts, 055 cover their costs by occessing their local PC
Office budget.
OSS stoff sotisfoction 055 staff satisfaction is quite high, even when the workload is substantial(especially for civil servants processing land administration affairs). Mutualona comments
support omong 055 staff seems strang for bw value-added tasks (eg.:
making photocopies, etc.). More complex activities are carried out by
specialised staff because of a lack of complementary skills among staff
members.
h Machines, such as computers and photocopiers, are highly appreciated and
valued as effective tools for improving 055 efficiency.
1. Almost all 055 staff expressed an urgent need for befter professional
training, saft skills related to education and computer knowledge. Some said
that the introduction of the 055 substantially increased their workboad but
no commensurate increase in compensation was offered.
Client satisfaction . Generally speaking, client satisfaction tanks between “relatively satisfied“ to
und comments “very satisfied“. Clients confirmed that OSS have mode public adminis
tration service delivery more transparent, efficient and effective.
h. The range of services provided generally meets client expectations but
some suggested that legal aid services for the poor, collection of land
transaction taxes, and issuance of identity cards should be added. Service
delivery is generally in line with client demands, except in ethnic minority
areas where clients complain of a lack of synchronisation between 055
service delivery timetables and matket days. Also, many suggested that the
most requested services, such as notarisation and outhentication, should be
provided five days a week, not only on certain days. Service fees are
considered adequate.
1. According to customer feedback, OSS stoff behaviour and professionalism
have improved significantly since the Iaunch of the 055 programme.
h Information boards are considered clear but often insufficient in terms of the
scope of information provided, especially in rural und ethnic minority areas
where clients said they still need OSS stoff support to understand and handle
administrative procedures.
1. In rural oreas, clients suggested that public information dissemination
campaigns be improved drastically. Information about the district OSS
should be publicised at commune/hamlet/vilbage level.
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Recommendations to improve OSS performance and delivery practices
Topics Recommendations
Recommendations for district PC officials
OSS orgonisational . In order to spare OSS stoff from bw value-added duties such as making
structure photocopies and delivering client dossiers to government and PC officials for
approval, it is recommended that barger and urban district OSS should
appoint a permanent stoff member. This will ease stoff workboads and
improve overall efficiency.
Services delivered h. In line with Decision No. 181/2003/QD-flg, it is of the utmost importance
that the core groups of services identified in Article 4 be provided through
OSS. Among them the services rebated to land administration should be
reorganised folbowing the new Land Law.
. In addition, in accordance with Decision 181, Article 5 it is recommended
that as soon as possible the full tange of public administration services
currently under district-Ievel jurisdiction be incorporated into the OSS. In this
woy, the OSS will become the only delivery mechanism for all local public
administration services to citizens and organisations.
Service delivery lt is recommended that district PC officials oppraise client services delivery
timetoble needs und odjust their OSS service delivery timetable accordingly. The new
timetable must be clearly displayed an 055 information boatds und beoflets
containing updated information should be disseminated in communes,
hamlets, and vilbages.
Processing time . In line with Decision 181, Article 4, the time needed to process services must
be in compliance with the bw. In this respect, PC officials and district
functional department heads must coordinate their efforts more effectively
and enhance cooperation with commune OSS to ensure beffer inter-agency
cooperation.
Management A. Introduce OSS performonce management: in order to graduolly introduce a
improvements performance management culture, it is recommended thot PC officiols
systematically collect 055 qualitative ond quantitative indicators and define
targets.
lt is suggested that they collect the folbowing indicators or groups of
indicators:
— Service effectiveness:
List of new services introduced since the Iaunch of an OSS
Additional services requested by clients but still not delivered through
the 055, ond actions token or due to be token to incorporate these
services into the 055
Satisfaction with support from higher-level State agencies (e.g.:
advisory and consulting support, dissemination of legal documents,
“best und innovative practices“ and “lesson leorned“, etc.)
Training sotisfaction
Customer satisfoction
OSS stoff satisfaction
k .
1
- —
— Service efficiency:
* Number of services requested by clients
* % of services processed in compliance with delivery timeframe
regulations
* Number and content of training and education programmes provided
to 055 stoff
— Transparency:
* Types and content of questions asked by OSS customers besides those
related to 055 mafters
* List of information provided by the OSS to citizens (eg.: district
budget, main ongoing projects and relevant budgets, etc.)
— Financial indicators:
* OSS costs broken down into groups of services provided
Reports detailing these indicators should be made available to citizens and
People‘s Councils and should be incorporated into the Report Card1
mecha n is m.
B. Provide adequote support to 055 stoff: PC officials, in collaboration with
OSS managers and heads of relevant departments, should provide 055
stoff with clear and comprehensive job descriptions as weil as documents
such as the Government Gazefte and other appropriate legal regulations
related to their job.
C. lmprove horizontal collaboration between 055 and heads of district
functional departments: meetings or workshops including 055 staff,
manogers and functional department heads should be held on a regular
basis to improve cooperation and disseminate legal material related to OSS
operations. This will ensure that OSS stoff are systematically updated on new
policies and regulations.
D. lmprove vertical cooperation between district 055, commune 055 and
heads of provinciol functionol departments: for those services that are
initiated at commune level but require district or province approval (eg.:
land administration and construction permits), the client should submit ond
collect his/her dossier at only one OSS, possibly at commune level. The
transfer of dossiers up to the district and province and bock down again
should be the responsibility of civil servants. In this respect, the three
administrative levels must improve cooperotion and define clear
procedures.
A. Enhance 055 service information dissemination to clients: information
boards and leaflets should be offered alongside other information tools
such as application forms for the most commonly requested services at
commune and provincial levels. Legal reference materials should be
displayed in easily accessible places.
055 stoff, 055 managers and PC officials should provide direct, verbal
information to clients, especially in remote ond rural areas where client
follow-up is particularly demanding. In this respect, it is recommended that
PC leaders should be available to clients on certain days of the week ond
their hours of ovoilability and phone numbers should be displayed on 055
information boards.
B. lmprove OSS public dissemination campaigns: radical
needed, especially in remote and rurol areas where OSS clients have to
travel the whole day in order to reach their nearest OSS. Application forms
and OSS delivery timetables should be disployed on commune information
boards. Information compaigns and leaflet distribution should take place in
secondary ond vocotional schools os it has been noticed that children are
often the best chonnel through which to reach parents.
055 stalls shouid be set up in markets and, at the same time, 055 leoflets
provided to rural populotions. In addition, OSS related information should
be chonnelled by locol PCs ond disseminated on a regulor basis through
communes‘ street speakers.
lt is highly recommended that leaders of mass orgonisations participate in
the establishment of communication campaign strotegies.
C. 055 os a “Citizen Information Centre“: in line with the principle of
grassroots democracy, each OSS should provide all kinds of information to
the public, including: district budgets, new PC plans and policies, major
current ond forthcoming investment projects and their budgets, 055
performance reports and any other public information or government
onnouncement thought to be of interest.
OSS finonciol viability Decision No. 192/2001/QD-flg entitles districts with a block gront budget
to request and receive an additional lump sum to cover 055 costs. With this
in mi, it is vital thot these districts initiate a budget amendment procedure
05 soon as possible.
Recommendations aimed at improving OSS support mechanisms
The OSS programme is embodied in the Public Administration Reform Master Plan and its success depends
on the capacity of local officiols to translate legal, social and economic changes into operational and
management practices. In order to succeed, locol authorities will require MoHA and DoHA support.
1.. In line with legal provisions, MoHA could:
— Develop o performonce management methodology for OSS monogers
and local authorities
— Collect, process ond disseminate as “lessons learned“ all existing
assessment and evaluation reports on OSS operations in Vietnam
— Share 055 “lessons Ieorned“ and “best and innovative practices“
nationwide
— Provide an electronic database for sharing legal documents, “best ond
innovative practices“, “lessons learned“, etc.
— Distribute ond constontly updote 055 Operational Guidelines
— Provide local authorities with a comprehensive list of public adminis
tration services under their responsibility so thot they can incorporate
them into their 055
1 The newly established PAR website of MoHA should become the main 055
information disseminotion chanel and should include a specific 055
section/page/link.
h Eoch DoHA could:
— PIay the role of facilitator, in cases where there is a lack of local support
for the 055 programme, by organising workshops with local stakeholders
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Reporf Card is a mechanism collecting people‘s feedback on qualily and quanfily of public Services through people‘s opinion survey.
Report Cord bau been piloted in four cities: Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, Hoi Phong ond Nom Dlnh in 2004
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— Support local authorities to upgrade OSS services in line with Decision strategy should be designed and imptemented in each district cnd
181 and incorporate all public odministration services under Uistrict appropriote tools employed (eg.: local television, newspapers, street
responsibility into the OSS speakers, information boards at commune and district level, leoflets, etc.).
. . „ „ „ Officicis from mass orgonisations and ethnic minority leaders should be
— Support local authorities to transiate lesson learned and best ond . . . .
. . . „ . . involved in strotegy design and implementation.innovative practices into OSS opations
. . . .
. . . . I Public information campaigns should be corried out on a regular basis and
— Coordinate with local authorities to develop public information campaigns . . .
. . . . . .
their contents adiusted in accordance with customer feedback gathered
— Coordinate with provincial department heads and PC officials to: . . .through client satisfaction surveys and comments mode in OSS.
* Design and implement OSS stoff training assessment methodologies
* . . «
Institutional arrangementsProvide professional and saft skills training programmes for 055stoff
and monagers Given the urgency of improving public administration service delivery in remote and rural areas populated
* . . . .
by ethnic minorities, it is recommended that the current DoHA PAR taskforces should include members ofDistribute legal and relevant technical documents to public . . . .
‘. .. . . . the Commiftee of Ethnic Minorities or local ethnic minori leaders/representatives.administrative offices from the province to the commune/ward level
____________________ _____________________________________________________________________
Professional training Professional training and soft skills education play a key role in ensuring DoHA PAR taskforce The working group will be responsible for
19
and soff skills 055 performance client satisfaction stoff motivation and the capacity for with ethnic minority Assessing local level ethnic minority needs and constraints in respect to
education support medium- and long-term sustainability of the 055 programme. Training and leaders public administration mafters
“soft skills“ education could be promoted by the head of each district-level
— Assessing the relevance of existing public administration services to ethnic
functional department in collaboration with PC officials and DoHA. DoHAs minority needs and adjusting services accordingly
should coordinate these activities. . . . .
—
Designing a strategy to improve local-level 055 public administration
1. The training and education mechanism should address service delivery mechanisms The strategy should provide comprehensive
‘
— The reception, processing and delivery skills of functional officers, and answers to the following questions: 1
promotion and complementary nature of professional skills among * Which new services should be added to the current range of services
functional officers provided by 055?
— Managerial skills for 055 managers * How, when, where, etc., should these additional services be
— The upgrade of professional competencies in accordance with new legal provided?
provisions and regulations . . . . . .
— Designing a strategy to improve public administration service delivery
— Client management education dissemination campaigns. The issues that should be addressed by the .
— Communication skills strategy are: ••‘•
— Basic computer skills * Which information should be disseminoted2
Monitoring and 055 M&E mechanisms play a cruciol tale in improving the quality of 055
* How, when, where, etc. should the information be disseminated?
evaluation (M&E) output. They provide high-level operational transparency, promote . .
i. DoHAs and district/commune-level PC officials should be responsible for the
mechanisms accountability, and allow OSS to identify best and innovative practices . . . .implementation and monitoring of the two above-mentioned strategies.
1 In line with Decision No. 181/2003/QD-flg, Article 18, MoHA could:
_ __ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
—
Set up and integrate OSS M&E mechanisms into the PAR M&E system in
otderto 1
* Monitor the implementation of OSS programme nationwide and
ensure quality standards and operational procedures are adhered to
* ldentify localities that need specific support and OSS ptactice ateas
that require improvement. Address these oreos in collaboration withDoHAs
* Rank 055 and identify “best and innovative practices“
DoHAs could:
— Support local authorities as they implement the M&E mechanism
— Collect local 055 monitoring indicators and prepare reports for MoHA
— Carry out regular OSS evaluations and share the resuits with local
authorities and MoHA
Information h In order to benefit from economies of scale and ensure quality standards,
dissemination district-level information dissemination campaigns should be implemented
campaigns by PC officials and coordinated by DoHAs. A comprehensive dissemination
2.1. Background
2.1.1. One-Stop-Shop: Definition
The 055 is a public administrative mechanism that
aims to provide citizens and organisations with a
number of administrative services through a single
administrative window and in an effective, efficient,
accessible and transparent way. The main concept is
to put the reception and delivery of various public
administration services (e.g. business registration,
notarisation and authentication, land administration,
etc.) that were previously provided by agencies in
separate offices together under one root. Thanks to
the 055, the delivery of public administration
services shifts from a “many doors for one service“
model to “one door for many services“ one.
In the 055 system, clients are given a list of the
services provided through their local 055, as weIl as
service fees, the time needed to process each
application, and the conditions for obtaining services.
The 055 programme is part of Vietnam‘s Public
Administration Reform programme and is embodied
in the PAR Master Programme. The PAR Master
Programme aims to reform, by 2010, the entire
Vietnamese public administration system. Areas of
reform are: institutions, organisational structures,
human resource management, and public financial
management. For more information about the PAR
Master Plan, please refer to
hftp://ww.undp.prg.vn/undp/profile/eng/gov/vie01 24.htm
2.7.2. One-Stop-Shop in Vietnam: Historical
background
The first 055 in Vietnam was developed in Ho Chi
Minh City in the early nineties. Based an Decree No.
366/1991/ND-CP, which outiined the rules
governing foreign direct investment (FDI) project
appraisals, and Decree No. 36/1 992/ND-CI which
stipulated the wies governing activity in Industrial,
Processing and High Technology Zones (UNDI
2003, p. 2), Ho Chi Minh City implemented a series
of radical reforms that were designed to improve the
business environment for foreign investors willing to
invest there. The reforms aimed to provide a “single
door“ service delivery system for public adminis
tration that would reduce transaction costs and
speed up registration and certification approvals for
their investments.
In May 1994, the central government adopted
Resolution No. 38/l994/C which provided a legal
basis for the extension of the OSS principle to
administrative procedures and the handling of
dossiers submifted by citizens and Vietnamese
organisations2. Resolution 38 promoted adminis
trative reforms in six key departments: Department of
Planning and Investment, Land Administration, Land
and Housing, Construction, City Chief Architect
Office and City People‘s Council.
In 1996, the Prime Minister ordered ministries and
agencies to amend related regulations and facilitate
the pilot implementation of the 055 programme at
local level. The first city to establish 055 was Ho Chi
Minh City in 1995. lt was followed in 1997 by four
other cities and provinces
— Hanoi, Haiphong, Binh
Duong and Hoa Binh — which also piloted the OSS
programme (UNDI 2003, p. 2).
In September 2003, the Prime Minister of Vietnam
promulgated Decision No. 1 81/2003/QD-flg3.
In it, Article 1 7 prescribed the implementation of
the 055 programme in every province and district
in Vietnam starting from January 2004, and in all
communes from 2005. Following the Prime
Minister‘s Decision 181, the Ministry of Home
Affairs (MoHA), supported by the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation (SDC), developed
and distributed the 055 Operational Guidelines to
local authorities. This document helps local
authorities and 055 managers to operate 055
facilities.
According to the latest official statistics provided by
MoHA, 055 models have been implemented in 54
cities and provinces, in 562 (86%) of districts and in
6.4% of the country‘s communes, wards and towns4.
2.1.3. SDC strategy and involvement in the
Vietnam 055 programme
SDC‘s involvement in the 055 programme started in
2000 when Dong Hoi Urban Development Project
(DUDP), a SDC-funded urban development project
in Dong Hoi (Quang Binh Province), was told by
local authorities to establish a municipal 055. The
following year, DUDP supported the establishment
of three other district 055 in the same province.
Encouraged by central and local authorities, SDC
has now extended its mission to nine provinces
(Quang Binh, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang Nam, Nam
Dinh, Hoa Binh, Cao Bang, Bac Kan and Phu Tho).
In 2002, SDC supported MoHA in conducting a
nationwide evaluation of 055 operations at district
level and formulating recommendations for nation-
wide replication. In 2003, SDC supported MoHA in
preparing district 055 Operational Guidelines and
in 2004, following Prime Minister‘s Decision 181, it
provided support to MoHA in reviewing and
establishing commune-level 055.
Out of the 562 055 established at district level
throughout Vietnam, SDC participated in the
creation and improvement of 107.
SDC strategy is to target Vietnam‘s poor provinces.
Eight out ofthe nine provinces supported are ranked
near the boftom of the national poverty index. One
province is ranked in the third quintile.
2.1.4. SDC support to the 055 programme
SDC supports local authorities in the preparation,
launch and operating phases of their 055
programmes and has focused on the following three
areas:
A. Preparation phase
SDC has introduced the 055 concept to local
authorities and supported them in the organisation
of workshops with district stakeholders and
establishment of a taskforce for the preparation of
their 055 launch. Moreover, SDC has helped
prepare and present the proposal5 for establishment
of an 055 to the relevant authorities, manage
information and workflow between 055 and
professional offices, and conduct information
campaigns aimed at raising public awareness of the
055 system.
8. Launch phase (training and financial support)
. Training: SDC has provided training to 055 staff
and managers. In each province, depending on
the number of trainees requiring support,
between two and four training sessions were
organised. Each session lasted four days and
was aftended by 20 to 30 trainees. Hoa Binh and
Cao Bang Provinces received extra training for
staff of functional bureaus. In some cases, a
study tour to an established district 055 was
carried out in addition to the training course. As
a result, the whole programme lasted up to nine
days (four days of training plus four or five days
for the study tour).
C. Operating phase (SDC advisory support)
Once the 055 is operational, SDC helps local
authorities to improve the quality of their service
delivery, add new services, streamline delivery
processes and improve communications, etc.
3. Assessment: rationale,
objectives, methodologies and
OSS sample
3.7. Assessment rationale
SDC is committed to ensuring the long-term
sustainability, and improved quality and perform
ance of the district OSS that have been established
with its support. SDC has therefore assessed a
sample of 13 055 in five out of the nine supported
provinces. This report will list the assessment‘s malor
findings as weil as recommendations for district 055
to improve their performance and delivery practices.
3.2. Assessment objectives
The assessment objectives are as follows:
. Review the legal framework regulating district
OSS public administration service delivery
1. Assess district 055 performance and service
quality, staff and client satisfaction
. Formulate recommendations for the improve
ment of district 055 performance and service
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The training focused on “soft skills“ such as client
relationship management, service delivery
performance, quality standards, and communi
cation skills.
Financial support: SDC provides USD 8,000 for
each district. This sum covers the following:
- 055 equipment and furniture (e.g.: counters,
filing cabinets, desks, chairs, computers,
photocopiers, information boards, suggestion
boxes, chairs for clients, drinking water bofties
for clients, office materials, application forms)
- OSS renovation costs, such as painting and
d ecorati ng
- External consulting fees (e.g.: workshops,
specific training, etc.)
_‘1
2 Resolution No. 38/1 994/CP an the reform of administrative procedures in handling dossiers submitted by citizens and orgonisatians
Prime Minister‘s Decision No. 18 l/2003/QD-Ug: Promulgation of the Regulations an Implementation of a “One-Door“ Mechanism in
Local State Administrative Agencies
4 Vietnam Development Report 2005
delivery
5 Each district, prior to the establishment oF an OSS, has ta prepare a dacument detailing key 055 matters such as the Future 055 venue,
Services to be provided, equipment requirements, etc. This is sent to higher.level authorities.
3.3. Assessment methodologies
and OSS sample
This OSS performance and quality assessment is
based largely on the sampled OSS‘ compliance with
requirements detailed in MoHA‘s Operational
Guidelines. The Operational Guidelines, which were
distributed by MoHA to local authorities at the
beginning of 2004, are meant to support PC
officials, OSS stoff and professional civil servants to
operate an effective 055. They outline the
responsibilities, operational procedures, Organisa
tion and structure of an OSS.
A list of 13 districts to be assessed was drawn up by
SDC and, with the exception of two cases, was
accepted by local authorities. Their seledion was
based an the following criteria:
h. Distrids located in lowland and upland rural areas
Districts located in urban areas
Districts populated by ethnic minorities
(The table categorising each district in accordance to
the sampling criteria is illustrated in Annex 8.3)
Data was collected through interviews with district
PC heads and/or vice heads, OSS managers, at
least twa 055 key functional officers and, at each
facilily, three to seven clients. The questionnaires
contained open and semi-structured questions.
The assessment was mostly carried out during the
fourth quarter of 2004, although the findings of the
district 055 assessment in Quang Binh Province
(i.e.: Dong Hoi and Quong Ninh) were taken from
a previous SDC internal report, dated December
2003 (Guido#i 2003:1).
The assessment was carried out by a team
composed of Mr. Guidotti Matteo, public
administration expert (project coordinator and
responsible for drafting the report), and by Mr. Luu
Phuoc Dung, consultant. In each district, the
assessment team was accompanied by DoHA
officials and/or DoHA consultants in charge of PAR.
(The tables summarising assessment methodologies
and district profiles are presented in Annex 8.2 and
Annex 8.4).
4. Districts 055: assessment of
current conditions
4.7. Issues investigated
The issues investigated are as follows:
1. Local support for, and commitment to, the 055
programme
2. Organisational structure
3. Services delivered
4. Service delivery timetable
5. Processing time and service fees
6. OSS management
7. Information dissemination
8. Stoff training and client management education
9. Venue, facilities and equipment
10. Financial mechanisms
11. OSS stoff satisfaction and comments
1 2. Client satisfaction and comments
For each issue, the report will detail the “best and
innovative“ OSS operational practices observed
during the assessment.
4.1.1. Local support for, and commitment to,
the OSS programme
According ta the Operational Guidelines, local PC
officials are obliged to make sure that:
. All citizens can apply for administrative services
h All citizens receive equal and fair treatment
1 All citizens receive services at the lowest possible price
1 All services provided adequately fulfil the needs
and demands of citizens
Distrid PC officials are responsible for the imple
mentation of the 055 programme and their
commitment is a key factor in ensuring the qualily
and performance of each facility.
In the majority of visited districts, PC officials showed
cleat evidence of their commitment by providing
convenient venues for the OSS, ensuring the
payment of operational costs (such as facilities,
equipment maintenance, OSS stationery costs and
costs relating to upgrading the range af services
provided), and in same cases, providing financial
incentives and uniforms for 055 staff.
Generally speaking, it was noted that urban district
officials seem ta be aware of the potential OSS value
odded for clients and therefore their commitment ta
the OSS programme was strang.
Rural and remote districts, especially those
populated by ethnic minarities, found it harder to
respond ta client needs and expectations. The
assessment team observed that officials were
resigned to the fad that the level of education and
public awareness of their clients is weak and that
they lack the resaurces needed to manage such
problems. This situation seemed ta impact local
commitment ta the OSS programme.
4.1.2. Organsational structure
According to MoHA Operational Guidelines, the
OSS does not belang ta any particular gavernment
department but instead hos a structure that
represents the whole district administration. The OSS
is under the direct responsibility of the PC Office and
is managed by the office head.
The MoHA Operational Guidelines state that OSS
stoff must be civil servants working in their functional
bureaus who are seconded ta work in the OSS an a
part-time basis and process client requests within
their respective government offices.
The structure of the ossessed 055 is in compliance
with MoHA Operational Guidelines, with all facilities
under the responsibility of the PC Offices and not
specific gavernment departments.
Of the 13 reviewed OSS, seven managers ore heads
ofthe lacal PC Office and six are vice heads. Women
ore weIl represented, with seven women managers in
total. In ane cose, the position af OSS manager is
currently vacant, os the person in charge has been
promoted ta a new position within the Party6.
During the assessment, it was noted thot all 055
operote in the same way: OSS stoff ore professional
civil servonts. In most cases, they spend a few days a
week in the OSS to receive ond return client
opplications. The applications, ance received, ore
processed in the functionol bureaus by the civil
servant and/or his/her colleagues. For the
notarisation ond authentication and social offairs
services, requests are mode in the OSS then returned
ta clients once they have been signed by the PC head
or vice head. This mode of operation is in line with
MoHA Operational Guidelines prescriptions.
For each group of Services delivered, one civil
servant is present in the OSS. Most of the urban
districts assessed have appointed o permanent 055
stoff member, hired an a contractual basis. He/she
is in chorge of tasks such as moking photocopies,
mointoining equipment and taals and delivering
documents ond dossiers.
4.7.3. Services delivered
Prime Minister‘s Decision Na. 181/2003/QD-flg
Article 4 states that, at district level, “the One-Door
mechanism is implemented in the following domains:
the granting of business registration certificates to
individual business households, the granting of
construction permits, the granfing of dwelling hause
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Best pracHce: Most urban and regularly frequented
055 have appointed a permanent employee. Ihis
frees other staff from bw value-added duties ond
[stmt0focus an client service delivey. 1
Figure 1: 055 Organisational structure according to MoHA Operational Guidelines
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6 Hoa An Disfrict in Cao Bang Province
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ownership and land use right certificates, household
registration, notarisation and social policies “.
Far each group of services mentioned in Decision
181, the table sums up the services that district 055
have to deliver.
Only half of the assessed 055 offered all of the five
groups of administrative services prescribed by
Decision No. 181/2003/QD-flg. Of those, only
twa gave their customers the full range of 14
services1.
A. Notarisation and authentication
These, too, are delivered by all of the assessed 055.
The number of services requested depends on the
district‘s level of urbanisation. In rural districts, the
number of requests for business licenses is less than
half the number recorded in urban areas (on
average, 1 0 vs. 30 per month). This service can take
five to seven working days to process.
C. Land administration
This group of services is the most complex for three
reasons:
First, it is technically demanding and requires the
skills of competent civil servants.
Second, the process involves different administrative
levels: apart from the issuance of land use right
certificates, which takes place at distrid level, all
other services related to land administration have to
be initiated at commune level.
Finally, land administration officers have to deal
with problems related to land disputes among
neig h bou rs.
For all these reasons, land administration services
must be closely monitored by stoff, and this slows the
procedure down.
Among the assessed 055, only four8 delivered the
whole group of land administration services. The
services related to land administration are rarely
provided. In some districts, they are offered at
provincial level9 (despite the fact that they should be
mode available at district level) and in others, the
services are considered by PC authorities too
complex ta be provided through the 055 system.
Some PC officials said demand is insufficient to
justify the delivery of such services through the
05510 and they are therefore provided only by
functional district government offices. Finally, in
some areas, officials sold that land administration
services are not provided through the 055 system
because they are no langer required11.
The “Land use right exchange and transfer“ and
“Issuance of land use right certificates“ services are
provided by all of the reviewed 055.
Note that in Nghe An Province, the Swedish
International Development Agency (Sida) has
promoted a project aimed at facilitating the issuance
of land use right certificates in Vinh City and Hung
Nguyen District. 1 ndividual citizen‘s applications are
teceived at the district 055 and processed in
the relevant district-level government bureaus.
Applications from communes go directly to the
functional bureaus.
D. Social affairs
Both services related to social affairs are provided by
all of the assessed 055 except for the one in Nam
Dinh City, where welfare services for the poor are still
delivered at provincial level. However, Nam Dinh
City is the only OSS that has introduced a new social
service: Student applications for government grants.
Social affairs services are delivered within the same
day and their number varies greatly according to the
district in which they are being offered (e.g.: 300
requests a month in Nam Dinh City but only 31 in
Vinh City).
E. Construction permits
The entire range of construction permit services is
delivered only by twa of the assessed Q5512 The
other OSS provide either same or none of the
services related to construction permits. This is either
because the functional provincial bureau has not
completed ts land allotment master plan or because
the master plan was completed recently and districts
are still awaiting provincial guidelines in order to
process the service.
F. Additional services
Very few 055 have succeeded in including
additional services into their 055 delivery package
once the 055 has been established. However, Yen
Thanh District in Nghe An Province has added a
service related to the appraisal of invitations ta
tender submifted by private investors for district
projects, and Nam Dinh City 055 offers three new
Services: the first related to legal aid for the poor
(but excepting business affairs); the second related
to the service of land use tax collection; and the
third, as mentioned above, is the processing of
student applications for government grants.
In only one 055, the number of services provided
has been reduced since its launch.
4.7.4. Service delivery timetable
Although MoHA Operational Guidelines da not
include concrete regulations regarding 055 service
delivery timetables, local authorities are obliged to
ensure that all of the Services provided by the 055
adequatelyfulfilthe needs and demands of all citizens.
In this respect, the OSS service delivery timetable must
be in line with client needs and expectations.
Apart from in Nam Dinh City and Hoa Binh Town
OSS, where notarisation and authentication services
are delivered five days a week, all other 055 provide
the full range of services only an certain days (e.g.:
land administration groups of services are provided
three days a week, business licensing twice a week,
etc.). In the majority of cases, this solution is in line
with client demands and expectations, cs confirmed
by client satisfaction surveys.
However in rural and remote districts populated by
ethnic minorities, it has been observed that the 055
delivery timetable is not synchronised with client
demands; people travel from their villages to the
district centre only an market days, which are
programmed according to the Iunar cycle, yet
notarisation and authentication services, as weIl as
social affairs — the services most frequently
requested by ethnic minority people
— are provided
according to a fixed schedule that seldom coincides
with the market calendar.
This situation creates malor problems for both
clients and 055 stoff. Customers bring their requests
to the 055 mainly an market days when, in most
cases, the relevant services are not provided. Given
the distance of villages from the district centre (in
Cao Bang Province, that can be as much as 60km),
and the poor road conditions and modes of
transportation, the journey to the district centre
might take a whole day. With this in mmd, clients
This graup of services is provided by all of the
assessed 055 and is by far the most requested
graup (an average, several hundred requests each
month). The processing of such requests is
considered simple and, in most cases, these services
are delivered in less than one hour.
B. Business licensing
Best practice: Same districts provide the entire
range of services in line with Decision 18 1 and
have added new services according to client
needs and expectations (e.g.: legal aid for the
poor and land transfer tax collection).
4t
Table 1: Groups of services 10 be delivered by district-Ievel 055
‘4Hi
No. Group of services Services
1 Notarisation and 1. Authentication of copied documents
authentication 2. Authentication of contracts and transaction documents
2 Business licensing 3. Business registration certificates
4. Change in content of business registration certificates
5. Renewal of business registration certificates
3 Land administration 6. Decisions an land allocation: rural, district and urban land
7. Decisions on land lease: rural, district and urban land
8. Land use right exchanges and transfers
9. Issuance of land use right certificates
4 Social affairs 10. Welfare services for the paar
1 1. Welfare services for seniar citizens, invalids and the handicopped
5 Construction permits 1 2. Construction permits for new buildings
1 3. Construction permits for renavation of existing buildings
14. Hause ownership certification
7 Dong Hoi Man icipality in Quang Binh Province and Coo Phong District in Hoa Binh Province
8 The three 055 assessed in Hoa Binh Province and Dong Hai Municipolily in Quang Binh Province
9 Vinh City in Nghe An Province, Y Yen District in Nam Dinh Province, Quang Uyen District in Cao Bang Province
o Hung Nguyen District in Nghe An Province
Yen Thanh District in Nghe An Province, Nam Dinh City in Nom Dinh Province
12 Caa Phong District in Hoa Binh Province, Dong Hoi Municipality in Quang Binh Province
1
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requested the adaption of an 055 service delivery
timetable scheduled around the market calendar.
Y Yen officials in Nam Dinh Province have already
adjusted their 055 delivery timetable in accotdance
with client requests.
As per the time for processing each service, MoHA
Operational Guidelines provide a timeframe for
each service (eg.: notarisation and authentication
services must be delivered on the same day,
business registration certificate approval must be
provided within five to seven days, etc.). With the
exception of the delivery of land administration
affairs services, all other groups of services are
provided in line with MoHA provisians.
In most of the assessed 055, delivery of services
within the land administration group exceeded the
delivery timefrome as stipulated by law (22 to 30
days depending on the service). When questioned
about the reason for delays in land administration
services, PC officiols pinpointed four problems:
First, land administration issues are often a source of
disputes among neighbours and in same coses the
disputes are not seftled in time.
Second, PC officials responsible for signing client
requests are not always availoble and the dossier
has to be put an hold for their approval.
Third, paar cooperation between the relevant
commune functional employees and district OSS:
none of the visited districts have successfully
implemented 055 at commune level and, as a
result, commune stoff lack the commitment needed
ta provide requisite services in the given timeframe.
In some cases, the procedure slows down severely
as district-level employees are unable ta intercede in
commune-level affairs. The lack of technical
qualifications among commune stoff whose ob is to
4.1.6. OSS management
According ta MoHA Operational Guidelines, OSS
management duties include:
A. Ensuring, manitoring and measuring 055
petformonce:
Monitoring and evaluating process delivery
i. Monitoring and evaluating 055 client sotis
foction and stoff performance
Receiving and following up client comploints and
suggestions for improvement
h Improving service delivery procedures and
odding new services
h. Reporting ta the PC and other stakeholders
B. Colloboration between the 055 and heads of
district functional deportments
C. Collaboration with cammunal, provincial and
national agencies
In a few af the 055, all of these duties are
performed satisfoctorily and in three cases they are
performed obove average13. The level of
performance depends primarily an the personal
Ieadership skills and involvement of PC leaders ond
055 managers.
A. Ensuring, monitoring and measuring OSS
performance
Although all 055 officials claim that reports are
prepared on a regular basis, these documents detail
only a small number of basic quantitative
perFormance indicators. Qualitative indicators seem
in general ta be ignored, as OSS performance
reviews, client and staff satisfoction surveys, client
needs oppraisals, and 055 stoff training needs
assessments have seldom been performed14.
According ta the information collected through
interviews, 055 managers are not supported by any
performance management tool. As a cansequence,
na qualitative or quantitative targets are set, na
result-target gap analysis is performed, and na
measures for OSS improvement are considered.
Same districts have responded ta client needs by
adding new services or revising the OSS service
delivery timetable15. They have removed poorly
performing OSS stoff and have requested heads of
departments and bureaus to assist OSS stoff in
receiving client requests during OSS peak hours16.
Ensuring and improving 055 perFormance depends
ta o large extent an the copability of OSS stoff as
they perForm their everydoy duties. However anly
faur districts have provided 055 staff with ob
descriptians. In Yen Thanh District, Vinh City, and
Nam Dinh City, heads of functianal offices and OSS
managers hove prepared such dacuments far each
055 stoff member. In Hung Nguyen District (Nghe
An Province), this job was performed jaintly by the
head of the Social Affairs Department and the OSS
manager. In addition, Hung Nguyen District officials
provide o copy of the Government Gazette (daily
publication an central government legislation) to
OSS stoff.
As mentioned, customer feedback an service quality
is still not farmally organised in most places (except
in the case of Nom Dinh City). The suggestion box,
which is designed ta facilitate anonymaus feedback
from OSS clients, seems inefficient: the large
majority of customers prefer ta address complaints
and suggestians far improvement directly and
verbally to PC officials and 055 managers or stoff.
Na formal procedure has been established ta follow
up such verbal client input.
Yen Thonh in Nghe An Province is the only district that
has innavated in this respect. Here, PC officials
receive clients an twa days each month and their
receptian haurs ore displayed an information baards.
15 Y Yen OSS in Nam Dinh Province
16 Vinh City 055 and Nam Dinh City
17 Decree 181 on the implementofion af the Land Law
In general, it was observed that this form of
collaborotion is paar.
First, serious problems must be highlighted in
respect ta the dissemination of legal documents.
Decree Na. 181/2003/QD-flg11, which followed
the amendment of the Land Law, is an illustrative
exomple. The decree came inta farce an
November 1, 2004 but the majority of civil servants
interviewed who are responsible for receiving land
administration service requests said they still da not
have a copy of the decree and ore not aware of its
cantent. Moreover, the relevant OSS and functianal
deportments in charge of processing land adminis
tration procedures have still not been updated with
the pravisions of the decree.
Second, heads of functional departments, in
collaboration with OSS leaders, should caardinote
with provinciol-level functional deportments ta
assess OSS stoff competences and establish training
targeted ta meet employee needs. Yet na such
initiatives (ta set up training and OSS stoff
campetence upgrading services at local level) have
been observed (OSS stoff training issues will be
presented in more detail in the next chapters).
Quang Uyen District officials in Cao Bang Province
are the only ones wha soy they organise workshops
with heads of functionol deportments and OSS stoff
in order ta improve and befter caardinate the
pracessing of customer opplications.
Best practice: In same districts, regular workshops
and meetings are held between heods of
functional departments and 055 stoff to improve
055 performance and customer services.
process client requests further exacerbates the
problem.
Finally, 055 stoff said that clients are often poorly
informed obout land administration procedures and
their dossiers ore either not properly prepared or are
incamplete. In these cases, custamer applicotians
con not be pracessed.Best practice: Same district officials have adjusted
the delivery timetable according to client needs
and
4.1.5. Processing time and service fees
MoHA Operational Guidelines prescribe thot eoch
055 charge clients accarding ta fixed fees thot are
regulated by the Ministry of Finance. All of the
assessed 055 claimed that they strictly adhere ta
Ministry of Finance regulations.
- Receive customers an given days each month
ond display their reception times an the OSS
L Information board
B. Collaboration between the 055 and heads of
district functional departments
As mentioned in chapter 4.1.2, OSS stoff are civil
servants from professionol departments. Although
PC officials ore responsible for the OSS averall
perFormance, heads of functionol departments are
in charge of pramating technical and professional
suppart — training, updating of professional skills,
dissemination of legal documents, etc.
— for 055
stoff. In this respect, collabaration between 055
afficials and heads of functional departments is
crucial in ensuring 055 performance.
3 Nam Dinh City, Vinh City ond Hoa Binh Town
Best practice: Same district PC officials have
promoted the following innovotive initiatives:
- Conduct client satisfaction surveys and improve
055 service delivery accordingly
- Ad/ust delivery timetables according to client
needs and expectations
- Provide Job descriptions and a copy of the
Government Gazefle ta OSS stoff
- Remove 055 stoff who are underperforming
- Allocate additional stoff during periods ofpeak
demand
- Provide a queuing mechanism ta manage
customers
14 This con be exploined in part by fhe fact that 3/4 of fhe ossessed district facilities opened less than one yeor ogo ond officiols cloim
thaf sotisfaction surveys will be carried auf anly after one year. The only OSS fhat hos performed a client satisfaction survey is the one
in Nam Dinh City
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C. Collaboration with communal, provincial and
national agencies
Few initiatives hove been observed concerning the
collaboration between district and communal
leoders aimed at improving 055 service delivery.
However, one good practice has been carried out in
Vinh City: an a regular basis, workshops and
training sessions covering complex issues (such as
land administration upgrading procedures following
the new Land Law and Decree 181) are organised
with commune civil servants. These initiatives are
coupled with visits to local functional bureaus
designed to educate civil servants on the practical
side of applicotion processing procedures. In
addition, with support from Sido, district PC officiols
and land administration department heads have
ptepared a detailed lob description for commune
stoff responsible for land administration affairs.
Yet apart from in Vinh, where land administration
service delivery has been streamlined from the
commune to district and provincial levels, no effective
collaboration between various levels of government
has been observed in other parts of the country.
According to the law, most of the services related to
land administration and construction permits are
initiated at commune level and need to be
completed by district or provincial agencies. Vinh
City is the only unit which has asked the staff in
charge of land administration affairs to take charge
of the transfer of client requests to the district 055.
In all other assessed 055, the transfer of dossiers is
managed by the clients themselves.
With regard to cooperation with provincial and
national ogencies, initiatives are rare and the
relationship is generally poor. As an example, aver
one third of interviewed 055 stoff admifted that they
had never received a copy of MoHA Operational
Guidelines. In two districts, PC officials have never
been informed that, according to Decision 19218
and State Budget Low, they are entitled to request a
lump sum from the province to cover 055 costs
(055 financial mechanisms will be presented later).
In most cases, DoHA supported district officials
before the launch of an 055 (e.g.: supported the
preparation of a proposal, gave financiol support,
and provided basic operational guidelines, etc.), but
never provided any kind of advisory support after
the 055 hod become operational.
This may be partly because most PC leaders seem to
possess an uncommifted aftitude toword demanding
assistance and consulting services from State
ogencies for the improvement of the 055
mechanism. This is explained by two foctors:
First, PC officiols do not hove ingrained in them a
basic management and client-oriented culture, and
are used to depending on initiatives sent down from
higher administrative levels.
Second, PC leaders believe that in most coses, State
agencies are not in a position to provide them with
any kind of advisory or consulting support.
Finally, no support has ever been forthcoming from
higher-Ievel administrative agencies for the
dissemination of “best and innovative practices“.
4.1.7. Information dissemincition
According to MoHA Operational Guidelines, PC
officials are responsible for:
A. Informing clients obout service types, fees,
processing times and opplication conditions
B. Promoting and evaluating 055 public
disseminotion campaigns
C. Informing citizens obout public administration
issues that are not covered by the 055
programme
Improving information dissemination is probably the
most urgent issue currently faced by 055 and PC
officials. This is especially true in rural districts
populated by ethnic minorities.
A. Information an services, fees, processing times,
and application conditions
055 use two different plafforms to inform clients
about their services, fees, processing times, and
application conditions.
The first is information boords, which ore Iocated
either inside the 055 venue or lust outside it. A
first boord displays a list of services ond fees.
Second and third boords inform clients about
administrative procedures ond opplication
conditions. The information boards in all of the
visited OSS were placed in convenient locations
ond were in good condition.
i. The second is leaflets. These ore provided in the
OSS woiting orea ond near stoff counters. Most
of the visited OSS provided information leaflets
for clients.
Boords ond leaflets, while extremely useful, are not
olwoys the most effective woy to inform clients about
055 services ond conditions. This is particularly true
for people living in remote rurol oreas who often
need access to information before they reach the
055 venue or prefer to receive information verbally
from an OSS stoff member (this conclusion is
supported by client, 055 stoff ond PC officiol
comments). Thus, os weIl as the information
provided vio boords and leoflets, the vost molority of
055 clients also require additionol odvice ond
support, especially on administrative procedurol
ond legal mafters. Supplying this support consumes
o lot of OSS stoff time.
B. Promoting and evaluating 055 public
dissemination campaigns
Public disseminotion compcigns oim to improve
client awareness of public administration services
and educote citizens obout their rights ond
obligotions. No systematic information compaign
hos ever been promoted by PC officiols since the
lounch of an 055. The few limited initiatives thot
have been carried out (such as canvening commune
leaders ond briefing them on 055 mafters, and
disseminoting 055 information during meetings
with commune-level functionol stoff)19, hove proved
to be insufficient.
In rurol oreas ond those populated by ethnic
minority groups the problem is ocute, leoding OSS
stoff to comploin obout the bw level of client
owareness ond the fact that many client requests are
not in line with 055 service delivery regulations.
They also complain obout the omount af time
spent informing customers about administrative
procedural mafters. According to 055 stoff and PC
officiols, commune leaders ought to be responsible
for filling this information vacuum. Therefore,
improving public administration service information
dissemination ot commune level is o priority
(olthough o greot deal of room still exists for district
level improvement os weIl)
lt is clear thot effective public dissemination
compaigns, customised to meet client needs, would
raise public awareness ond, os o result, imprave
055 service delivery (by cufting client pressure for
verbal information disseminotion ond freeing 055
stoff to corry out their other duties).
According to client and 055 stoff feedbock in ethnic
minorily districts, the provision of 055 information
exclusively in Vietnomese (rather than in minarity
banguages) does not constitute o barrier for ethnic
minority people.
C. OSS as a “Cifizen Information Centre“
No 055 hove yet been able to braaden their scope
of services ond become o “Citizen Information
Centre“ where people can receive all kinds of public
information, such as district or city budgets, new PC
plans and policy directions, or other information or
government announcements thot would serve the
people. The only information currently provided by
the facilities concerns 055 services.
4.7.8. Stoff training and client management
education
MoHA Operational Guidelines prescribe thot
department heads of functionol offices ore
responsible for assessing their 055 stoff‘
professionol competences and providing targeted
training to meet stoff needs. The training should be
coordinoted with PC leaders, where department
heads ensure thot training is adequote, effective ond
efficient, whiie PC officials endorse overall 055
performonce. These objectives con only be fulfilled if
stoff are troined both in professionol mafters and in
the provision of “saft skills“ such as communication
and client rebationship management.
According to 055 staff feedback, the professional
skills training provided by functionol departments is
insufficient. lt is unstructured, weok ond lecturers are
often unprepored. When new regubations are
effected (eg.: new Land Low ond Decree 181 on
land administration), the training supplied by
functional departments is paar and often provided
only after the regubotion hos come inta farce. This
constitutes a serious threot ta the effective, efficient
ond sustoinoble performonce of eoch 055,
especially in rural areas.
As per “saft skills“, the only training provided ta 055
stoff is that orgonised by SDC before the opening of
the delivery focility. Even if PC officiols consider
client-oriented management education ta be o
priarity, na bocol initiative hos been promoted.
Best practice: related to improving collabaration
between district OSS and communal agencies:
Same districts have promoted innovative initiatives
such as:
- Strengthening commune 055 staff skills in
complex affairs such as land administratian by
providing technical support through workshops,
visits ta commune offices and staff lob
descripfions
- Ensuring the transfer af commune-level client
requests up ta district and provincial agencies
taff
‘
b‘
18 Prime Minister‘s Decision No. 192/200 l/QD4T9 on the expansion of the pilot block grant scheme to State administrative agencies‘
staff numbers and management expenditure.
-‘4..
19 Y Yen OSS in Nam Dinh Province, Hoa An 055 in Cao Bang Province, etc.
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4.1.9. Venues, facillties and equipment
In general, 055 venues are located in suitable
places and are easily accessible for clients. All of
them are either in the PC building or in its
compound. Some officials complain about their
venue size, but in these cases a new 055 venue is
under construction, either in a new PC building or in
a stand alone structure20.
Concerning the maintenance of equipment and
facilities, it must be noted that 3/4 of the assessed
055 were established less than one year ago and
equipment such as photocopiers and computers are
still under guarantee. This means that in case of
malfunction the equipment is fixed at no cost.
Nevertheless, in the event of problems, most PCs
have shown their commitment to supporting their
055 by promptly requesting the services of a
technician. In only one case, a broken photocopier
was not repaired. Questioned on the issue, officials
claimed that the guarantee had expired and they did
not have the resources needed to fix it21.
lt has often been mentioned, both by OSS staff and
by clients, that the stools located in front of service
counters and provided for clients to sit on are too
high and are dangerous for older people and the
disabled (no accidents have been reported).
4.1.10. Financial mechanisms
“055 financial mechanism“ means the system by
which senior PC officials ensure the financial
resources needed to cover 055 operational costs,
including facilities and maintenance of equipment,
055 stationery costs and costs related to the
upgrading of the range of services provided.
The financial mechanism adopted depends on
whether or not a given district applies a block grant
allocation budget. According to legal provisions22,
055 costs should be borne as follows:
. If the district PC has not yet applied a budget
bosed on the block grant mechanism, the
budget proposal that district authorities have to
prepare for the forthcoming year should contain
an estimation of 055 costs and each related
budget line item should be increased.
i. If the district has already applied a budget
based on the block grant mechanism, the
block budget for the forthcoming three years
20 Vinh City
21 Hoa An OSS, Coo Bang
has already been set. In this case, Decision
No. 192/2001/QD-flg allows the adjustment of
a block budget if applicants are assigned
additional tasks by authorised agencies. With
this in mmd, the 055 should be viewed as an
additional task assigned at district level, and all
necessary expenditures to fulfil this task must be
incorporated into the block grant budget. District
authorities should estimate 055 costs and
present an amendment to the block grant
budget: the budget should then be increased
from the following year.
Four visited distrids have adopted a budget based
on block grant allocation. Vinh Town has asked
provincial-level competent authorities to odjust the
block grant according to the above-mentioned
scenario. Its 055 costs are thus covered by an
additional lump sum.
Curiously enough, Yen Thanh and Hung Nguyen
Districts in Nghe An Province and Cao Phong District
in Hoa Binh Province, which would benefit from the
block grant allocation mechanism, did not ask
provincial authorities to amend the budget.
In Yen Thanh District, 055 costs are covered using
055 service fees returned by the State Treasury.
According to the law, fees collected by an 055 must
be transferred to the State Treasury. The Treasury will
then return a percentage of this sum to the district
(the exact amount depends on the district‘s size and
its level of urbanisation, for example: city level 1, city
level 2, town level 1, town level 2, etc. The
mechanism used to then distribute the returned fees
between the PC Office and district-Ievel functional
departments depends entirely on the discretionary
will of the PC Chairman/woman. In Yen Thanh
District, the whole sum is cashed in by the PC Office
and 055 costs are covered by this sum.
In Hung Nguyen and Cao Phong Districts the
situation is different. The sum returned by the State
Treasury is re-allocated in full to functional
depattments and 055 costs ore covered instead by
the PC Office‘s Contingency Item budget.
PC officials seemed unaware of the legal provisions
entitling them to amend their budget to include 055
costs. Once informed, they said they will submit an
amended 2005 budget proposal to provincial
authorities, which will include an 055 cost
estimation.
For districts that do not have a block gront
allocation, the situation is more complex. In Nam
Dinh, provincial authorities have allocated to the two
assessed districts (Nam Dinh City and Y Yen District)
a lump sum designed to cover 055 costs. The PC
offices in Thach An District, Cao Bang Province, and
Quang Ninh District, Quang Binh Province, cover
055 costs using the sum transferred by the State
Treasu ry.
Lac Son District in Hoa Binh Province, Dong Hoi
Municipality, and the two assessed districts in Cao
Bang Province (Hoa An and Quang Uyen) all re
allocate the entire Treasury transfer to district
functional offices. lt is not clear how they cover their
055 costs.
In conclusion, 055 costs are generally covered,
either by a financial mechonism (block grant
allocation or State Treasury transfer), or by transfers
from the provincial budget (generally in provinces
where there is strong PC commitment to the OSS
programme). For all districts with a block grant
budget, Decision No. 1 92/2001 /QD-Ug entitles
them to an additional lump sum to cover 055 costs.
In these places, it is imperative that districts initiate
the budget amendment procedure as soon 05
possible.
Best practice: In line willi legal provisions, t11
ma/ority of district officials have requested an
amendment to their district budget proposal and
incorporated in lt an OSS cost estimation. J
4.1.71. 055 stoff satisfaction and comments
055 staff satisfaction is quite high, even among
those with a heavy workload such as civil servonts
processing land administration offairs. Mutual
support among 055 staff is strong for bw value
added tasks (e.g.: make photocopies, etc.),
although more complex activities are generally
carried out by speciolised stoff due to a lack of
complementary skills.
Machines such as computers and photocopiers are
highly appreciated and valued as effective tools for
improving 055 procedural efficiency.
Almost all staff interviewed expressed an urgent
need for befter professional training, “saft skills“
related education, and computer knowledge.
Especially in rural and remote ethnic minority areos,
055 stoff complained about the omount of time they
The range of services provided meets client
expectations, although some suggested that legal
aid services for the poor, collection of land
transaction taxes, and identity card issuance should
be added. Service delivery is usually in line with
client demands, except for in ethnic minority areas
where clients complain about the lack of
synchronisation between 055 service delivery
timetables and market doys. In addition, some
clients suggested thot popular services such os
notarisation and authentication should be offered
five days a week during seosonal peak periods.
Service fees are considered adequate.
According to customer feedback, 055 stoff
professionol behoviour has improved over time
since the Iaunch of the 055 programme.
Information boards ore considered clear but often
insufficient in terms of the scope of information they
provide. This is especially true in rural and ethnic
minority oreas where clients said they still require
055 stoff ossistance in order to properly handle
administrative procedures.
In rural areas, clients said thot public information
dissemination campoigns fall weIl short of
expectations and thot district OSS information shou(d
be publicised at commune/hamlet/villoge level.
OSS are geographically accessible (in PC buildings
or compounds), waiting oreas are convenient, ond
equipment quality is oppropriote (although, as
mentioned, some clients comploined about the
height of stools). In same cases, 055 venues ore.
considered too smoll, but in all of these coses the
construction of a new venue is already underwoy.
must spend providing clients with information about
how to correctly handle administrative procedures.
Some stoff said the introduction of the 055
had severely increosed their worklood but that
there had been no commensurate increose in
compensation23.
L..
4.1.12. Client satisfaction and comments
Generally speaking, client satisfaction ranks
between “relatively satisfied“ ond “very sotisfied“.
Clients confirmed thot the OSS programme has
mode public administration service delivery more
transparent, efficient ond effective.
1.
f
7
1
“1 F‘•
22 State Budget Law ond Decisian No. 192/200 l/QD-lJg dated December 17, 200!, an Exponding the Intraduction of Block Gtant
Recurrent Budgeting in Selected Administrative Units
-a
23 This is not the cose in Vinh Town and Nom Dinh City 055, where stoff benefit from an incentive from respectively VND 700,000 ond
VND 120,000 a manth
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The table highlights the assessment‘s major
findings, broken down by issue.
Ta summarise, the assessment has led to the
formulation of the following observations:
OSS improvements are needed with respect to:
- The groups of services delivered, which should
be set in line with Decision No. 1 81/2003/QD-
Hg, Article 4. Required services include:
business registration certificates to individual
business households, construction petmits,
residential property ownership and land use
right certificates, household registration,
notarisation and social policies
- Management practices
-
Professional and “saft skills“ training for civil
servants, 055 staff and 055 managers
- 055 information dissemination
1 The paar performance of service delivery,
management practices, training programmes
and information dissemination can be partly
explained by external factors, as responsibility
for improvements fall either to higher-level State
agencies (i.e.: MoHA, DoHA or provincial
functional offices) or to lower administrative units
(district and commune/ward officials).
As observed in eight districts, a failure ta deliver
construction permits was due to the fact that
provincial functional bureaus have not finished their
land allotment master plan or have only recently
done so and districts are still waiting for the
guidelines they need to process services. Processing
of land administration services (the only group of
services whose delivery timeframe exceeded the
number of days stipulated by law) is slowed by
commune-level stoff shortcomings.
Senior-level functional bureaus and State agencies
have failed to provide local officials with promised
performance assessment tools and methodologies,
professional training support and “best and
innovative practices“. State agencies have also
failed to coordinate and sponsor dissemination
campaigns.
Under these conditions, district-level 055 seem to be
stuck in an environment of apathy and inactivity that
jeopardises their medium- and long-term efficiency,
effectiveness and sustainability.
Urban district 055 seem to perform rather befter
than remote and rural ones (especially those in
areas populated by ethnic minorities). This can
be explained by three factors:
- First, urban districts appear to benefit from an
“upward spiral process“ under which
increasingly demanding and sophisticated
clients push for beffer public administration
services. 055 improvements are rewarded
with higher client expectations which in turn
result in even greater demands. Once a client
experiences a quality service, he/she will
request even bettet ones in the future.
- Second, urban districts benefit from befter
resources (i.e.: financial and technical
resources and professionally capable officials,
civil servants and OSS stoff). These resources
contribute ta better overall OSS perFormance.
- Finally, urban clients are culturally more
homogenous than rural ones, and public and
institutional awareness among citizens is
higher. Under these conditions and from a
strict public administration service delivery
perspective, local governance is more easily
facilitated.
Unless rural and remote districts are supported
using customised and effective coaching policies,
OSS programmes will fail to narrow the inequalities
now seen between urban and rural access to public
administration services. Urban districts will progress
toward better performance and higher quality
services for their citizens, while rural and remote
districts will be left behind, struggling to meet basic
performance standards.
6. Recommendations
The following recommendations aH to improve
OSS performance and medium/long-term
sustainability. The recommendations have been
clustered into three graups:
. Recommendations for district PC officials
h. Recommendations aimed at improving OSS
support mechanisms
L Institutional arrangements
6.7.1. 055 organisational structure
OSS organisational structure has to be able to
respond to client needs and expedations. In this
respect, in order to spare 055 stoff from bw value
added dufies such as making phofocopies and
delivering client dossiers to functional officers and to
PC officials for approval, it is recommended that
larger and urban district OSS should appoint a
permanent stoff member. This will ease stoff
workloads and improve overall OSS efficiency.
Moreover, 055 manager pasitions should not be
vacant. Ifthe person in charge of managing the OSS
has been assigned to another position, he/she
should be transferred only after a substitute has
been appointed.
6.1.2. Services delivered
Article 4 of Prime Minister‘s Decision No.
181/2003/QD-Hg is clear: services related to the
following domains must be provided by each OSS:
h. Notarisation and authentication
. Business registrotion certificates to individual
business households
i. Land administration
. Social policies
i.. Construction permits
In line with Decision 181, Article 4, it is crucial that
the core groups of services be provided through the
delivery agencies.
In addition, and in accordance with OSS
mechanisms, it is recommended that the whole
range of public administration services under
district-level authority be incorporated into the OSS
as soon as possible. This way, the OSS will become
the sole delivery mechanism for all local public
administration services ta citizens and organisations.
6.1.3. Service delivery timetable
The 055 mission is ta improve and facilitate the
interface between citizens and public administrators.
Each Service delivery timetoble must therefore be
fixed in accordance with client needs and
expectations.
lt is therefore recommended that distrid PC officials
approiSe client service delivery needs and adjust
their OSS Service delivery timetable accordingly. The
new timetable should be clearly displayed an the
facility‘s information board, and updated OSS
leaflets should be disseminated in communes,
hamlets, and villages.
6.1.4. Processing time
Land administration Service delivery must be
improved and carried out in a timeframe that is in
compliance with the bw (22 to 30 days depending
on the service). In this respect, it is recommended
that PC officials and district-Ievel functional depart
ment heads imprave their caaperation with
commune OSS to ensure befter vertical inter-agency
caoperation.
6.1.5. Management improvements
The OSS system was conceived os a reflective facility,
able to cantinuously imprave its Services in a
changing legal, social and economic environment.
5. Summary of key observations
Table 2: Issues investigated
No. lssue Rating
1 Local support for, and commitment ta, the In general, strang especially in urban districts
055 programme
2 Organisational structure In line with MoHA Operational Guidelines
requirements
3 Services delivered Ta be improved
4 Service delivery timetable Ta be odjusted ta client needs, especially in rurol
and remote oreas
5 Processing time ond service fees Land administration affairs need to be improved
6 055 management Paar, to be improved, especially in rural and
remote areas
7 Information dissemination Very paar, especially in remote and rural areas
8 Stoff training and client management education Improvements urgently required
9 Venue, focilities ond equipment In line with MoHA Operational Guidelines
requirements
10 Financial mechanisms Assured
1 1 OSS stoff satisfaction and comments Satisfactory
12 Client satisfoction ond comments Sotisfoctory
6.1. Recommendations for district PC officials
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With this in mmd, PC heads should strive to:
A. Introduce OSS performance management
Current 055 management style does not promote
performance management practices. At present,
055 managers collect only basic quantitative
performance indicators, but qualitative indicators
seem to be ignored and 055 managers are not
supported by performance management tools or
methodologies. As a consequence, no qualitative or
quantitative targets are set, no result-target gap
analysis is performed, and no measures for
improvement are systematically investigated.
In order to gradually introduce a performance
management culture, it is recommended that PC
officials should systematically collect essential OSS
qualitative and quantitative indicators and define
relevant targets. Each indicator should then be
associated with a measures aimed at improving
services by narrowing the result-target gap. The
indicators will provide key information to PC leaders
and 055 managers, which they can then use to
improve 055 responsiveness to changes in the
environment.
lt is suggested that the following indicators or groups
of indicators be collected:
. Services effectiveness:
- List of new services introduced since the
launch of an OSS
- Additional services requested by clients but still
not delivered through the 055 and actions
taken, or due to be taken, to incorporate these
services into the 055
-
Satisfaction with support from higher-level
State agencies (e.g.: advisory and consulting
support, dissemination of legal documents,
“best and innovative practices“ and “lessons
learned“, etc.)
-
Training satisfaction
- Customer satisfaction
- OSS staff satisfaction
h Service efficiency:
- Number of services requested by clients
- % of services processed in compliance with
delivery timeframe regulations
- Number and confent of training and
education programmes provided to 055 stoff
h Transparency:
- Type and content of questions asked by OSS
customers besides those related to 055
matters
- List of Information provided by the OSS to
citizens (eg.: district budget, main ongoing
projects and relevant budgets, etc.)
h Financial indicators:
- OSS costs broken down by groups of services
provided
Reports detailing these indicators should be mode
available to citizens and People‘s Councils and
should be incorporated into the Report Card
mecha n is m.
B. Provide adequate support to 055 stoff
lt is recommended that PC officials, in collaboration
with 055 managers and functional department
heads, should provide OSS staff with clear and
comprehensive job descriptions and relevant
documents, such as the Government Gazefte or any
appropriate legal regulation related to their
function.
C. lmprove horizontal collaboration between the
OSS and heads of district functional departments
In this respect, lt is recommended that meetings or
workshops bringing together OSS stoff, managers
and functional department heads should be held on
a regular basis to improve cooperation and
disseminate legal material related to 055
operations. This will ensure that OSS stoff are
systematically updated on new policies and
regulations.
D. lmprove vertical cooperation between district
OSS, commune 055 and heods of provincial
functional departments
lt is recommended that district PC officials should be
more proactive in strengthening vettical cooperation
with other State agencies. lt must be stressed that the
main objective of the OSS system is to streamline
client administrative service procedures. For those
services which are initiafed at commune level but
require district- ar provincial-level approval (eg.:
land administration and construction permits), the
client should be able to submit and collect his/her
dossier in a single OSS (possibly at commune level).
The transfer of dossiers up to the district and
provincial levels, then back dawn again, should be
token care of by civil servants. To reach this goal,
the three administrative levels must improve
cooperation and define a clear procedure. This
recommendation is in line with the 055 “One Daor“
principle, cost free, and effective for clients.
6.1.6. Information dissemination
A. Enhonce 0S5 service information disseminotian
to clients
Concerning the information related to adminis
trative services provided by OSS, it is strongly recom
mended that the use of information boards and
leaflets be combined with other dissemination tools —
such as application forms for frequently requested
services
— at commune and provincial levels, and
legal material displayed in accessible places.
Furthermore, OSS staff, managers and PC officials
should focus on providing direct and verbal
information to clients, especially in remote and rural
areas where client follow-up is more demanding.
With this in mmd, it is recommended that PC leaders
should be available to clients on certain days of the
week and that their reception timetable and phone
numbers be displayed on the 055 information board.
8. lmprove OSS public dissemination campaigns
As per the OSS information dissemination
campaigns, radical measures are needed. This is
especially true in remote and rural areas, where
055 clients have to travel the whole day in order to
reach the delivery agency. Application forms for
district-Ievel services and 055 delivery timetables
should be displayed on commune boards. In rural
and remote areas, information campaigns and
leaflet distribution should be initiated in secondary
and vocational schools, as it has been noticed that
children are offen the best channel through which to
reach parents. 055 stalls should be set up in
markets where both verbal information and 055
leaflets can be provided to rural populations.
In addition, 055 related information should be
channelled by local PCs and passed on regularly
through communes‘ street speakers.
lt is highly recommended that mass organisation
and ethnic minority leaders participate in the
establishment of the communication campaign
strategy.
C. 055 as a “Citizen Information Centre“
Finally, concerning more general public adminis
tration information, 055 should be developed
ultimately into “Citizen Information Centres“. In line
with the principle of grassroots democracy, the OSS
should provide all kinds of public information, such
as district budgets, new PC plans and policy
directions, major current and forthcoming
investment projects (with budget information), OSS
performance reports, and any other information or
government announcement that may be af public
interest.
6.1.7. 055 financial viability
Decision No. 192/2001/QD-flg and the State
Budget Law entitle all districts with a block grant
budget to request and receive an additional lump
sum to cover OSS costs. lt is therefore vital that these
districts initiate their budget amendment procedure
as soon as possible.
6.2. Recommendations aimed at improving
055 support mechanisms
The OSS programme is embodied in the PAR Master
Plan and its success depends on the capacity of local
officials to translate the plan‘s legal, social and
economic adjustments info operational and
management practices. In order to do so, local
officials need support, which should be offered in
the following forms:
1.. Advisory and consulting support
1.. Professional training and “soff skills“ education
support
1 Monitoring and evaluation
i Information dissemination campaigns
From an OSS programme sustainability point of
view, these mechanisms aim to preserve current OSS
performance results and ensure that operational
and management improvements can take place
independently of donor assistance.
Finally, support for local officials must be considered
in a broader context than simply ensuring their
ability to run OSS programmes and implement
Decision 181. Such support must be connected with
overall PAR strategies and instruments.
6.2.1. Advisory and consulting support
MoHA and DoHAs should be the main agencies
coaching local authority officials.
According to Decision No. 181/2003/QD-TTg,
Article 1, MoHA is responsible for “monitor(ing) and
examin(ing)“, the implementation of the OSS
programme. With this in mmd, MoHA could:
h. Develop a performance management methodo
logy for OSS managers and local authorities
h. Collect, process and disseminate as “lessons
Iearned“ all existing assessment and evaluation
reports on OSS experience in Vietnam
i. Share the 055 “lessons learned“ and “best and
innovative practices“ nationwide
. Provide an electronic database for sharing legal
documents, “best and innovative practices“,
“lessons Iearned“, etc.
Distribute and constantly update OSS
Operational Guidelines
i.. Provide local authorities with a comprehensive
list of public administration services under their
responsibility in order to incorporate them into
their OSS
1
‘1,
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The newly established PAR website of MoHA should
become the main 055 Information dissemination
channel and should include a specific 055
section/page/link.
Each DoHA, as stipulated in Decision Na.
181 /2003/QD-flg, could take responsibility for:
h. Playing the role of facilitator in cases where there
is a lack of local support for the 055 programme
by organising workshops with local stakeholders
1 Supporting local authorities to upgrade 055
service delivery in line with Decision 181 and
incorporate all district-Ievel public administration
services into the 055
. Supporting local authorities translate nationwide
“lessons learned“ and “best and innovative
practices“ into 055 operations
i Coordinating with local authorities to develop
public information campaigns
1 Coordinating with PC officials and heads of
provincial functional offices to:
- Design and implement 055 stoff training
assessment methodologies
- Provide professional and “soft skills“ training
programmes for 055 stoff and monagers
- Disseminate legal material and relevant
technical documents to public administration
offices from the province down to the
commune/ward level
6.2.2. Professional training and “soft skills“
education support
Professional training and “soft skills“ education play
o key role in ensuring 055 performance, client
satisfaction, stoff motivation and each 055 medium
and long-term sustainability. According to Decision
181, training and “saft skills“ education must be
promoted by the head of each district functional
department in collaboration with PC officials.
DoHAs should coordinate these activities.
The training and education mechanism should
addresses:
1 The reception, processing and delivery skills of
functional officers, and promotion and
complementary nature of professional skills
among functional officers
. Managerial skills for 055 managers
1. The upgrade of professional competencies in
accordance with new legal provisions and
regulations
Client management education
Communication skills
1. Basic computer skills
6.2.3. Monitoring und evaluation
mechanisms
M&E plays a crucial role in improving 055 output
and outcomes. lt ensures operational transparency
within senior 055 administrative levels, promotes
accountability, and helps identify 055 “best and
innovative practices“.
With this in mmd, and to ensure that M&E processes
are in line with current PAR monitoring and
evaluation standard mechanisms, a ciear set of
requirements is needed. This should govern M&E
frequency as weil as the functions and
responsibilities of participating agencies.
in iine with Decision 181, Articie 18, MoHA could:
1 Estabiish 055 M&E mechanisms and integrate
them into the PAR M&E system in order to:
- Monitor the implementation of 055
programme nationwide and ensure quaiity
standards and operational procedures are
adhered to
- identify iocalities that need specific support
and 055 practice areas that require
improvement. Address these issues in
collaboration with DoHAs
- Rank 055 and identify “best and innovative
practices“
DoHAs couid:
1 Support local authorities as they impiement the
M&E mechanism
h. Coilect local 055 monitoring indicators and
prepare reports for MoHA
h Carry out regular 055 evaluations and share the
resuits with iocai authorities and MoHA
6.2.4. Information dissemination campaigns
in order to benefit from economies of scale and
ensure across-the-board quaiity standards, district
levei information dissemination campaigns shouid
be impiemented by PC officials and coordinated
by DoHAs. As mentioned, a comprehensive
dissemination strategy should be designed and
impiemented in each district, and appropriate
dissemination tools employed (e.g.: local television,
newspapers, street speakers, information boards at
commune and district levei, leafiets, etc.)
Public information campaigns shouid be carried out
on a regular basis and their contents adjusted in
accordance to customer feedback gathered through
client satisfaction surveys and comments coiiected
in OSS.
6.3. Institutional arrangements
Given the urgency of improving public
administration service dervery in remote and rural
areas populated by ethnic minorities, it is
recommended that the current DoHAs PAR task farce
should integrate members of the Commiftee of
Ethnic Minorities or iocai ethnic minority leaders.
The working group couid:
i. Assess ethnic minority needs and constraints in
respect to pubVc administration maffers
1 Assess the reievance of current public
administration service detvery to locai ethnic
minority needs and adjust service dehvery
accordingly
1. Design a strategy to improve local-ievei
OSS public administration service deiivery
mechanisms. The strategy shouid provide
comprehensive answers to the foflowing
questions:
- Which new services should be added to the
current range of services provided by OSS?
- Where, when, how, etc., shouid these
additional services be provided?
1. Design a strategy to improve public adminis
tration service deiivery dissemination campaigns.
The issues addressed by the strategy shouid be:
- Which information shouid be disseminated?
- Where, when, how, etc., should the
information be disseminated?
DoHAs and district- and commune-levei PC officials
shouid be responsible for the impiementation and
monitoring of the two above-mentioned strategies.
7. Conclusion
The review of 13 district OSS has identified current
deiivery practices and management procedures. lt
must be stressed that the study targeted districts
which have benefited from SDC technical and
financiai suppart: good sense suggests that an
assessment of a sample more representative of
nationwide 055 practices would probabiy provide
more aiarming resuits.
Nevertheless, it can be said that the OSS system
throughout Vietnam has substantially improved the
quaiity of pubrc administration service deiivery. This
assumption is confirmed by OSS clients who noted,
when surveyed, that the 055 delivery mechanism
canstitutes a significant step toward a fairer, more
effective, efficient and transparent public adminis
tration service deiivery system.
Still, opportunities for improvement are evident.
First, the OSS programme couid benefit from a
ciearer legal framework, effective financial
mechanisms and support from specific institutions in
charge of PAR (i.e.: MoHA and DoHAs).
Second, a vast number of evaluations, assessments
and reviews have been performed, either by donors
or by State agencies, and highiy relevant
information coflected. Now, that information must
be used for OSS improvement.
Third, Decision No. 181/2003/QD-flg requires the
impiementation of the 055 system at all
administrative ievels. Once the 055 are up and
running successfuliy in all communes, districts and
provinces, verticol col laboration within adminis
trative leveis must be improved and pubtc
administration delivery procedures further stream
hned.
Fourth, impiementation of the block grant budget
mechanism, which aims to ease local budgetary
constraints by giving local officials more financiai
autonomy, has proved successfui, its impact on
public administration efficiency and effectiveness
positive. Recent programme assessments (Wong:
2004; Vu Cuong, Hoang Nguyen, Nguyen Canh
Nam: 2004) pointed out that the mechanism has
also enhanced public administration responsiveness
to client expectations and contributed to improved
professional management practices. lt is therefore
expected that the application of block grant
mechanisms in OSS will generate further improve
ment of its performance.
Finaiiy after almost 10 years of OSS operation,
Vietnamese authorities and public administration
managers have benefited from an important
capacity-buiiding process on service delivery maffers.
in order to take advantage of these opportunities, a
much greater effort must be paid to the
impiementation of effective support mechanisms,
especiafly for officials managing remote areas and
areas popuiated by ethnic minorities. The success af
the whole 055 programme depends on the
commitment of local authorities and the quaiity of
OSS managers and stoff. in addition, the 055
programme will succeed oniy if it is supported by
effective advisory and consuiting practices, training
and “soft skiiis“ education programmes, M&E
mechanisms, and information dissemination
campaigns.
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8. Annexes
8.1. List of legal material regulating public
administration delivery through 055
2004
1 Government Decree No. 181/2004/ND-Cl on
the implementation of the Land Law
Prime Minister‘s Decision No. 76/2004/QD-flg
(May 6, 2004), an approval of the direction of
housing development up to 2020
h. Prime Minister‘s Decision No. 1 92/2004/QD-UG
(November 16, 2004), issuing regulations on
financial fransparency of State budgets at all levels
h. Prime Minister‘s Resolution No. Q8/2004/NQCI
on speeding up State management
decentralisation from the central government to
lacal governments of centrally-affiliated cities
and provinces
Ministry of Finance Official Lefter No. 9267/TC-
TCT (September 8, 2003), an the use of stamps
for notary fees
Prime Minister‘s Decision Na. 181/2003/QD-flg
(September 4, 2003), promulgation of the
regulation an the implementation of “One-Daar“
mechanisms in local State administrative agencies
Ministry of Finance Circular Na. 77120021ff-
BTC (September 10, 2002), an receiving,
submifting and managing the use af identity card
and hausehold registratian management fees
i. Government Decree Na. 10/2002/ND-CP
(January 16, 2002), an block grants for revenue
earning agencies
Order Na. 21/2002/L-CTN, on the
pramulgation of the State Budget Law
2001
1. Prime Minister‘s Decision Na. 192/2001/QD-
Hg (December 17, 2001), an the expansion af
the pilot black grant scheme gaverning staff
numbers and administrative management
expenditure within State administrative agencies.
. Ministry af Finance and Ministry of Justice Inter
Ministerial Circular Na. 93/2001/ULT/BTC-BTB
(November 21, 2001), an guidelines for
receiving, submifting and managing the use of
notary service fees and charges
1. Ministry of Justice Circular Na. 03/200lffP-CC
(March 14, 2001), an guidelines for carrying aut
Gavetnment Decree No. 75/2000/ND-CP
(December 8, 2000) an notary services
. Prime Minister‘s Instructian Na. 01/2001/CI/-
Hg (March 5, 2001), an the implementatian af
Gavernment Decree Na. 75/2000/ND-CP an
natary services
2000
Prime Minister‘s Decision Na. 57/2000/QD-BTC
(April 20, 2000), issuing fee levels far civil status
registratian
h. Gavernment Decree Na. 75/2000/ND-CP
December 8, 2000), an natary services
I Ministry of Construction Circular No. 03/2000/H-
BXD (May 25, 2000), an the amendment and
updating af Inter-Ministerial Circular Na
9/1 999fFtLT-BXD-TCDC (December 10, 1 999)
guidelines for issuing constructian permits
1999
1 Ministry af Canstructian and General
Department of Land Management Inter
Ministerial Circular No. 9/1 999/HLT-BXD-TCDC
(December 10, 1999), an guidelines for issuing
canstructian permits
1 Ministry of Finance Decisian Na.
163/1 999/QD/BTC (December 27, 1999),
issuing fees far hausehald registration
management
Ministry af Justice Circular No. 12/1 999/TT-BTP
(June 25, 1999), guidelines ta implement same
parts of Gavernment Decree 83/1998/ND-CP
(Octaber 10, 1998) an hausehold registratian
1998
1 Gavetnment Decree Na. 83/1998/ND-CP
(October 10, 1998), an household registration
1996
1.. Central Department af Taxatian Official Lefter
Na. 2313 (Navember 12, 1996), an receiving
land use fees
1.. Ministry af Canstruction and General
Department af Land Management Inter
Ministerial Official Le#er Na. 1725/LB-QLN
(December 17, 1996), an measures ta pramate
granting af home awnership certificates
1994
h Government Decree No. 38/1 994/ND-CP (April
5, 1994), an the reform af administrative
procedures regarding the handling of dossiers
submiffed by citizens and arganisations
Government Decree Na. 60/1994/CP (July 5,
1994), an hame awnership and land use rights
in urban areas
Prime Minister‘s Decisian Na. 436/1 994/Hg
(August 18, 1994), an Central Steering
Cammittee pracedures an dwelling and
residential land policies
L Resolution Na. 38/1994/CP (May, 1994), an the
reform af administrative pracedures far handling
dassiers submifted by citizens and arganisatians
8.2. Assessment methodologies
Table 3: Assessment methodologies
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8.3. Assessment sampling criteria
Table 4: OSS district assessment criteria
. Ethnic
. . MountainProvince District OSS Urban Rural Upland Lowiand minority
ous population
LacSon x x x
Hoa Binh Cao Phong x x x
Hoa Binh Town x x x
HoaAn x x x
Cao Bang Quang Uyen x x x
ThachAn x x x
Nam Dinh City x
Nam Dinh.
YYen x x
Vinh City x
Nghe An Hung Nguyen x x x
Yen Thonh x x
Dong Hoi xQuang
Binh Quang Ninh x x
8.4. Profile of sampled districts
Table 5: Profile of sampled districts
. . Distance of ihe
. District per
. . District . . most remote 055 IaunchProvince District 055 . capito incomepopulation IUSDt village from the date1 district ass
Lac Son 130,000 205 24 km 01/03/2004
Hoa Binh Cao Phong 40,800 220 40 km 01/01/2004
Hoa BinhTown 82,700 354 12 km 10/11/2003
Hoc An 65,100 280 44 km 10/12/2003
Cao Bang Quang Uyen 44,000 280 23 km 01/12/2003
Thach An 31,500 220 87 km 19/04/2004
Nam Dinh City 240,000 382 7 km 01/04/2002
Nam Dinh
Y Yen 243,000 286 20 km 30/1 2/2003
Vinh City 227,800 668 7 km 01/07/2003
Nghe An Hung Nguyen 120,000 318 30 km 08/08/2003
Yen Thanh 266,000 203 25km 01/09/2004
Dong Hoi 110,000 430
- 01/09/2000
Quang Binh
Quang Ninh 90,000 n/a
- 01/07/2001
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